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Introduction to the Scripture

We’re continuing this week with our sermon series on the Letter to the Colossians. Last week, we read
the introduction to this Greek community of early Christians, and wondered with them at who Jesus
was to them, and in this beautiful hymn of the early church heard their song of wondering the how and
the why of how God and Jesus became entwined and what it meant for their life going forward.

Today, we are more into the nitty gritty of church life. Today, things are not easy in the church, because
they never are when you commit to living in community. Today, we listen in as these new Christians,
living in Greece under Rome, struggle to figure out how to be followers of a Jewish Jesus and his
apostles. This is fusion cooking here, and it is hard work.

One note on the hymn after the scripture: let the tune sink in as we sing together… you’ll use it again
for our doxology throughout Lent.

Sermon

Welcome to the beginning of Lent. I don’t know if welcome is really a word that you’ve ever associated
with this ancient penitential season of the church, but, hey… welcome anyway.

In the beginning: if you want to get good at something, it is often said, get ready to be bad at it for a
very long time. I say that as a comfort to us Christian folks in a season of practice in our faith. We’ve
only been at this living like Jesus and living in community thing for a couple thousand years.
Depending on how you feel about the universe and God, God had about 13 and some billion years to
get warmed up for Jesus. So: Early days.

It was very early days for the Colossians who were following in the way of Jesus. They were Greeks
who heard the gospel of Jesus from Epaphras, who must have heard from the Jewish diaspora in the
Roman Empire.

To be a Colossian Christian in other words, was an experiment in learning mostly by doing, and
playing a cultural and religious game of telephone.

If you ever took Driver’s Education, you probably have a sense of this, right? You probably started with
one of those little, we’ll-worn, driver’s manuals with the rules of the road… and maybe you sat in a
classroom and went over it some… maybe you had even learned some things that your parents (who
had never taken driver’s ed, and never read the little manual) passed on… and then… and then
someone put you in a car.

http://bible.oremus.org/?passage=Colossians%202:5-10,16-19


Driving as an abstract idea is one thing, it is another thing when trees are whizzing by at 60 miles and
hour.

Today we hear about the complicated stew of Jewish, Roman, Greek, and emerging Christian
traditions that the Colossian church is soaking in. They are figuring it out, but it is getting complicated,
because there are some that follow certain ritual practices (or philosophies) of their Greek life prior to
hearing the gospel, some who are imitating the Jewish practices of the apostles who they look back—
and up—to. Some are just straight up making stuff up. And everyone is pretty sure that everyone else
is doing it wrong.

Elemental Spirits, some translations say: principles or rudiments of the world. I’m sure there’s some of
a nod to those who are still closer to the pantheon of Roman and Greek Gods, but I also think that the
letter is talking about those elemental, those base instincts within the human experience, and
embodied in the Roman Empire of seeking power and authority over and above.

Because the letter writer isn’t so much warning the Colossians about fasting or feasting, or other
philosophies or practices… the writer is warning them and us about excluding or dismissing
“disqualifying” someone from the community based on whether they practice or don’t practice those
things.

In film and theater, when you rehearse a scene (and when you play it), you need to think about the
blocking, the way bodies will move in the space… most importantly, you need to think about how the
characters will be lit, so the audience can see them. Because it is all too easy to pass in front of
another actor entirely, or at least enough that you cast a shadow over them. This is called being in
someone else’s light.

The writer of Colossians makes two assertions throughout the letter:

Look at Jesus if you want to see God
Look to your right and your left — look at your neighbor — if you want to see Jesus.

Some of the hard work of living in community is getting out of each other’s light: of stopping the never
ending, elemental spirit of the world to always be looking for the higher rung, the advantage, to always
be looking for the light, even by critiquing and “disqualifying” our neighbors.

One of the ways I see us continually fall victim to this is in what’s called “tone policing,” worrying more
about the way in which the truth of someone’s life is expressed than that actual truth.

“  the white moderate, who is more devoted to “order” than to justice~; who prefers a negative
peace which is the absence of tension to a positive peace which is the presence of justice; who
constantly says: ~ ’I agree with you in the goal you seek, but I cannot agree with your methods of
direct action’” 

We often think of the civil rights movement as a smooth wave of change these days. But we forget
that the early days of the sit in movement were disapproved of to the tune of 57%. We forget that the
march on Washington was unpopular - 72% of a poll before hand thought that it would hurt the civil
right movement. 
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In this day, too, we find that we are too quick to dismiss or disqualify someone because of the tone or
the accent of their speech, rather than engage with the word of truth they carry.

We hear that protests for police reform are needlessly disruptive, rather than that people of color live
in fear for their lives.

We hear that though it is true that women have been harassed, assaulted, and demeaned in work-
places and in homes, it would be better if they were not so angry, or even worse, so “emotional” about
it.

Church then, and now, is not immune. I heard a story from a colleague who is a woman and a priest
somewhere else in the U.S. In a gathered brainstorming session of clergy with their bishop, she made
a suggestion. It was quickly brushed aside. A few minutes later a male colleague made the same
suggestion: it was quickly adopted as brilliant thinking. When she remarked on the difference, she was
told, “Your voice is too high. It makes it hard to hear you.”

Since Wednesday’s school shooting in Parkland, FL we have heard a cry go up from neighbors,
teachers, parents, and fellow students of the 17 victims. Their pain and their grief is real, and they
carry the story of their loss as a word of God’s broken and breaking heart.

So we owe them listening hearts and minds open to what will help them heal, and what will keep us all
more whole going forward. Above all, we owe them the full attention to the tragic truth that they carry
as few can, regardless of whether or not it fits into our desire for an orderly and well-maintained life.

We know this, in the UCC this can be our gift: we are the faith descendants of a people who insisted
on building a church community that would bound by the tension of commitment to the Spirit and life
of the congregation, and the individual conscience of the believer.

We practice this in the world, but we also practice it right here: Spirit Matters - registration is still open
today.

Look to your left and to your right. See Jesus.

What is truly elemental, what is the core, the beginning and the end, this letter asserts, is Christ in
Jesus… and hence, and totally amazingly: us. We have received the fullness of the life of Christ as
we’ve heard and seen Jesus. So we should not be disqualified for the particular harmony in God’s
chorus that we have been brought to sing, nor should we disqualify any other. We are called to
resist those elemental spirits of the world, those that insist on hierarchy and division. We don’t need to
steal another person’s light, or drown them in shadow, because we know that the full spectrum of light
requires that each of us and all of us be free to shine… that the story will not be complete until each
actor on the stage is seen and heard, and part of the ensemble. As we will hear in a few weeks: Christ
is all in all.

Look to your left and to your right. Amen.

1. King, Martin Luther, Jr. Letter from a Birmingham Jail King, Jr.  ↩
2. I fumbled the statistics here in the sermon. There is polling available on public perception of the
Freedom Riders, sit-in movements, and what we now call the March on Washington.  ↩

https://www.africa.upenn.edu/Articles_Gen/Letter_Birmingham.html
http://www.crmvet.org/docs/60s_crm_public-opinion.pdf

